
Trying to describe the Cadmium/Selenium bright redsTrying to describe the Cadmium/Selenium bright reds

Imagine the colour inside a hot kiln - 58 would be the hottest cooling down to 61B 

Sorry, but try as we may, we can't display the reds on a computer screen
 to look anything like as the actual colours 
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Our reference
number

Best DescriptionOur Label Name Nearest PANTONE ref

58 Tangerine OrangeOrange ice

Orange red Nasturtium  Orange59

Matt brick redMatt  red60M

Held red Deep red61B

Crimson red Cherry red 62

True red Santa red 62A

Shocking red Orange  red 60

Poppy redBright red 61

Tackling the reds!



In support and sympathy for Bright RedsIn support and sympathy for Bright Reds

Bright reds have suffered undeserved bad press
ever since we started selling them over 40 years ago.

Q: So why do reds burn off ?

A: Because they have been fired too high

A: Because they have been applied too thinly

A: Because they have been applied over a non compatible colour
     other than bright reds or chrome yellow

WRONG

CORRECT

CORRECT

Special CADMIUM / SELENIUM offerSpecial CADMIUM / SELENIUM offer

So start 2014 with a pardon for the REDS and test them for yourself.

We have prepared sample 5gm sachets of all 8 reds
plus a sachet of #49C Cadmium black and #54 Chrome yellow.

Order code = 

Normal cost for 10 dumpies including VAT would be £20.36

Our sample pack of all 10 sachets is currentlyon offer at £13.50

REDOFFREDOFF



More about bright cadmium Oranges and Reds

58,59,60,60M,61,61B,62 and 62A

For more talk about REDS have a look at the JULY 2006 Newsletter
also featured in the INFORMATION section

At the time I wrote the July 2006 news letter I fired the reds as high as 900C without problems.

All will mix with each other including Cadmium Black 46C.

To produce flame orange colours they can also be mixed with 54 chrome yellow.
This is the only yellow which can be mixed with the bright red range 

The above colours and mixes should be applied generously using a thicker medium such as M20 fat oil.
or M16 water based medium.

Using a thin open medium will not allow you to apply enough pigment or to apply a second coat

The thicker the oil the more colour it will carry.

To achieve a generous even application you can paint one layer, allow it to dry and over paint with another layer.

When covering larger areas you can apply a layer with a brush mixed with fat oil and sponge smooth.  Then cover
with another layer mixed with water based medium and also sponger smooth before firing.

Alternatively you can use the solid colour decal sheets we supply. 

NEVER paint bright reds over other colours, fired or unfired, as they will fire grey, and it is almost impossible
to correct other than using A44 etch off to remove the offending colour underneath.

The only exception is the #54 yellow

Generous applications of reds will fire happily at 780C.

In short reds fire away because they have been applied too thinly or painted over another colour.
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